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 Jmol/Jsmol is a molecular structure visualization tool
 Jmol – In Java, Standalone
 Jsmol – In JavaScript, Web application

What’s Jmol/Jsmol?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Jmol/Jsmol name can be used interchangeable.-Jmol can be used to visualize molecules and manipulate them.  DNA from proteins -They have the same functionality.-Jmol is standalone and uses all of its own code to run-JSmol code is intermeshed with Jmol code



Jmol JSmol



 SASSIE Web is a program that uses atomistic models to predict and 
interpret scattering data (i.e. Neutrons, X-Rays)
 It’s my goal to add functionalities to Jmol/Jsmol for SASSIE Web.

SASSIE WEB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-SASSIE Web already contains JSmol in it for it’s molecular viewing purposes. -Was a Standalone Program now converted into a web application using GenApp-My improvements will be going on SASSIE Web Jsmol 



GenApp – program that converts standalone applications 
to other formats:
 Web Application
 Qt 3, 4, and pending 5
 Android and soon iOS

 I have to make sure that Jmol is compatible with both 
SASSIE and GenApp

The Project as a Whole

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-GenApp is a program created by Emre Brookes -The way GenApp works is: a JSON file is made containing definitions to form the standalone program. The JSON file is then sent to GenApp and Genapp works as a compiler to then develop the standalone program into different forms of media.   -Qt is a cross-platform application framework used for creating GUIs -JSON stands for JavaScript Object Notation-JSON is similar to a text file and are used as easy ways to structure data.



GenApp



 Load in multiple molecules at once
Move structures independently
 Saving the universe of a molecule(s)
View all sorts of structures, from proteins to DNA. 

Possibilities with Jmol/JSmol

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SASSIE might even be brought to iOS and Android so that JSmol can be accessed from your phone!



 Permanent/Fixed Command Console
 Persistent right click menu
 Second customized menu
An Atom List

Addition of Jmol/JSmol Functionality



Permanent/Fixed Console



Persistent Right Click Menu 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-The right click menu can be moved around the screen and cannot be closed unless the user right clicks again in the JSmol window. -The menu cannot disappear simply by the mouse rolling off the menu 



Work still in progress
Will contain series of commands/options to help more 

easily manipulate structures
 Center
 Translate
 Rotate
 Align
 Calculating Scattering
 Calculating Properties
 Dropping in Geometric Objects

Second Customized Menu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Center- ?Translate- moves the object to a specific location within the universeRotate- Spins the structureAlign- Aligns the structure with another structureCalculate Scattering- ?Calculate Properties- ?Geometric Objects- ?



Can select specific atoms for manipulation

Atom List

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Atom list will hold the entire list of atoms in the uploaded structures-Very similar to VMD’s atom list (VMD is another molecular viewer, but is a standalone application)-VMD – Visual Molecular Dynamics 





GenApp will eventually begin testing with other 
applications other than SASSIE.
 Jmol/JSmol will eventually have all the functionalities and 

look and feel in full. Jmol/JSmol will also be fully 
implemented in SASSIE Web and it’s compatibility with 
GenApp will be ensured.

Moving Forward



 The GenApp framework integrated with Airavata for managed 
compute resource submissions by Emre Bookes et al. 
http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2690890
 Jmol: an open-source Java viewer for chemical structures in 

3D. http://www.jmol.org/
 SASSIE Program:
http://www.smallangles.net/sassie/SASSIE/SASSIE_HOME.html
 Dr. Joseph Curtis
 Dr. Emre Brookes
 Dr. Robert Hanson
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